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John of God is an extraordinary spiritual and energy healer in Brazil who has healed millions of people for over 50 years. As a medium, he channels over 30 highly evolved Beings of Light and Love called "the Entities" who serve humanity by providing spiritual healing and evolution. People from all over the world have been healed from every possible illness, even those perceived as terminal or incurable such as cancer, AIDS, and blindness.

John of God’s message is: “I do not heal; God is the one who heals.”

In this talk, Mytrae talks about John of God's life, the phenomenal healing paradigm he offers the world, and her personal story of how she was miraculously healed from Lyme Disease.

Mytrae Meliana is an intuitive and spiritual psychotherapist, transformational life coach, sound healer and author. She helps women speak their truth, stand tall in their power, and connect with their inner Goddess.